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How to make friends 
and be influenced

INTERVIEW By Timothy Barber, pictures MB&F

68

 In an exclusive interview with one of the watch industry’s most 

compelling figures, Max Büsser of MB&F, explains how a collaboration 

with Urwerk has led to his most outrageous horological machine yet.
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We create machines that tell 
the time, not to tell the time

“It looks like a big beetle, though it reminds me 
too of the Alien predator,” says Büsser with 
pride. He, along with MB&F’s design wunderkind, 
Eric Giroud, was responsible for its look, while 
Urwerk developed the movement. Perhaps most 
confounding is the fact that if they sell every one 
of the 24 planned pieces, MB&F and Urwerk will 
each only break even.
Why on earth embark on such a project? To 
answer that, it’s worth considering the impulses 
that have driven much of Büsser’s career. For 
starters, while his company extols the most 
eccentric aesthetic ideas in the watch industry, it 

does so in the name of defending the traditions 
of that industry, which Büsser sees as at risk 
from the all-consuming marketing strategies of 
the big groups.
“You’re in the middle of an anger streak when 
you create your brand, it’s important,” he says. 
“I’ve been a very angry man for a very long time 
– it’s anger against the fact that I don’t like what 
my industry’s becoming. I loved my industry 
when I started 21 years ago; we were all rebels 
and misfits in those days, trying to sell 
mechanical movements to people who only 
wanted quartz. Now, 21 years down the road, the 
small, family-owned companies have become 
massive, publicly-owned groups, and of course 
the stimuli to create are not the same.”
Büsser was determined to do things differently, 
and to draw his stimuli to create from the people 
around him. In 1998, aged 31, he was appointed 
to lead Harry Winston Rare Timepieces, where 
he got a taste for collaboration by launching the 
Opus series, in which a renowned watchmaker is 
invited each year to develop a revolutionary 
concept piece. In 2005 he took this theme and 
turned it into a brand, naming it Maximilian 
Büsser & Friends (MB&F) to emphasise the 

“People call me a great marketing person, but 
that to me is an insult,” says Maximilian Büsser. 
“A marketing person is someone who analyses 
the market and then shoves any damn stuff at it 
based on what they think it wants. At MB&F we 
create what we believe in – really we’re very 
anti-commercial.”
Büsser isn’t joking. The former Jaeger-LeCoultre 
manager, who turned Harry Winston into a 
horological force before founding his own avant-
garde brand seven years ago, is right now 
proving just how anti-commercial he can be. In 
collaboration with fellow industry outlier 
Urwerk, he has spent four years creating a 
remarkable watch that will never be marketed, 
never displayed in public, that Büsser will never 
own or wear and on which he will never turn a 
profit. A new umbrella brand has been created 
for the project, whose disconcerting name is the 
chemical code for nitro glycerine: C3H5N309.

ZR012
The ZR012 watch, CHF 110,000-a-piece, employs a 
flamboyantly odd mechanism based around the 
Wankel rotary combustion engine, with separate 
rotating rounded triangles pointing to hours or 
minutes. The asymmetric case has sci-fi and 
automotive touches, while also suggesting 
something rather exoskeletal.
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ZR012, produced with Urwerk
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Max Büsser wearing the jet
engine-inspired HM4
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gestating. Having worked together on Harry 
Winston’s Opus 5, Büsser and Urwerk’s Felix 
Baumgartner had remained firm friends with 
shared outlooks. The pair wanted to work 
together again, but realised anything they 
created could not fall under either respective 
brand. “We thought if we’re going to do 
something we have to be daring, we have to do 
what no corporation would have the courage to 
do. So we took that marketing book and put it 
upside down: whatever is common practice we 
did the opposite.”
They formed a new brand and the ZR012 was 
launched in June on a website that went live 
without any announcement. It garnered 
10,000 visitors in under three weeks, and 
deposits on sales soon started coming in – 
though whether the project ever does break 
even remains to be seen.
“If we’d done it even half commercially, we’d be 
bastards,” says Büsser with characteristic vim. 
“We’d be traitors to our retailers, we’d be trying 
to make a quick buck, and we have to be purist. If 
either of us came out with that piece under our 
own brands, we’d sell 50 just like that. We 
sacrificed a great product, and you know what? 
I’m super proud.”

The FRIends 
Throughout his time running MB&F Büsser has 
continued the idea of working with the best 
independent minds in the industry and outside 
it. While watchmaking virtuosos like Kari 
Voutilainen, Jean-François Mojon and Jean-Marc 
Wiederrecht have contributed to the 
development of “machines”, special limited 
edition versions have resulted from colla-
borations with the watch designer Alain 
Silberstein, the jewellery house Boucheron, and 
artists Huang Harkang and Sage Vaughan. Max 
Büsser’s latest such friend is the Finnish 
watchmaker Stepan Sarpaneva, known for his 
rare, moody moonphase pieces with huge, 
staring lunar-faces, one of which now glares out 
from an electric night sky on MB&F’s new 
Moonmachine. Sarpaneva’s adaptation of the 
HM3 Frog, it is in my view the most startlingly 
beautiful and charismatic MB&F watch yet 
created, a perfect melding of artistic wonder, 
technical mastery and horological tradition. 
Eighteen pieces each will be made in black 
titanium, titanium or red gold.
“It’s probably the easiest collaboration I’ve ever 
had, even though we’re changing a big part of 
the movement to incorporate the moonphase so 

contributions of his collaborators. “We say we 
create machines that tell the time, not to tell the 
time,” he says. “A machine where the objective is 
time is a watch, and we haven’t needed a 
mechanical watch since 1970. What’s important 
for us is the machine – it’s kinetic art, kinetic 
sculpture, which just happens to tell the time.”

hoRologIcal challenges
His first such kinetic sculpture, the Horological 
Machine No. 1 (HM1), was produced in 2005, a 
steampunkish affair with two dials arranged in 
a figure 8 formation, one for the hours, one  
for minutes and power reserve, with four 
mainspring barrels and a tourbillon. 
Three more Horological Machines followed – 
outlandish, playful, astounding pieces 
influenced by science fiction, aviation, even the 
natural world. They looked nothing like watches 
but they told the time, and though they wrestled 
with profound horological challenges, this was 
always in the service of the machine and its 
concept, rather than of innovation as an end in 
itself. Last year came the Legacy Machine, an 
almost classical piece with a “flying” escapement, 
that is Büsser’s hat-tip to the watchmakers of the 
Victorian era. Meanwhile the ZR012 was 

there’s a lot of work” says Büsser, who employs 
just four watchmakers to assemble his watches. 
“It’s a piece I would never have created. It enables 
us to tell the world that Stepan is an incredible 
creator, since very few people knew about him – 
that’s a great win win.”

The M.a.d. galleRy
Since Büsser, a creative enthusiast to his core, 
seems to love broadcasting the talents of others 
as much as using his own, he hasn’t stopped at 
watch collaborations. Last year he opened the 
M.A.D. Gallery – it stands for Mechanical Art 
Devices – in Geneva. Ostensibly the first MB&F 
boutique, it puts Büsser’s machines alongside 
work from global artists specialising in kinetic 
sculpture – creators Büsser sees as sharing his 
values and sensibility. “It’s a way of explaining 
why we do what we do,” he says. “We thought we 
were like aliens at MB&F, but we realised there 
are many other aliens in other worlds.”

Actually, compared to Büsser, it’s others in the 
watch world that can seem like aliens – like 
much of the luxury industry, it’s a business that 
has a habit of breeding pomposity and control-
freakery. That it can also spit up shining 
anomalies like MB&F is something to marvel at 
– though it might never have happened. Büsser 
had other career plans until he found himself 
interviewing watch company MDs as part of his 
micro-engineering degree course. The industry 
was still shuddering from the Quartz Crisis, but 
he saw something he liked.
“It was the first time I linked engineering to 
human beings. I hated my studies because there 
was nothing human about it, and this was the 
first time people told me about love, romance, 
craftsmanship, and all this in an industry that 
was virtually dead.”
Büsser didn’t expect to work in the watch 
business. But months later while on a ski slope 
he bumped into one of the MDs, Henri-John 

Belmont of Jaeger-LeCoultre, who remembered 
him. “I was due to go and work for Procter & 
Gamble, but a week later he called me up and 
invited me to the Vallée de Joux. He said: do you 
want to be among 20,000 people at P&G, or do 
you want to be one of the five of us who save this 
company?” He didn’t need to be asked twice. 
“What would have happened if I had not gone 
skiing that day? I shudder to think.”  

HM3 MoonMachine, Stepan Sarpaneva’s
 version of the HM3 Frog


